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Introduction
This Part 1 – Needs Assessment section of the Renovation or Replacement Analysis for the
Fremont Police Department (FPD) facility involved the following steps:
•

•
•
•
•
•

An on-site investigation of the existing buildings to appraise the physical condition
and serviceability of all existing systems including mechanical, electrical, structural
and communications
An evaluation of the functional and operational deficiencies of the existing buildings
including a review of division and room sizes as well as space relationships
Collection of existing blueprints of the buildings
Collection of relevant City and County demographic data, population growth trends,
economic development reports and expected strategic long term planning
Distribution of Questionnaires and subsequent interviews of law enforcement
personnel, dispatch and administrative staff, and other key stakeholders
Development of a Space Program of required functions, rooms and spaces for the
FPD based on current and projected staffing needs

The functional aspect of the Assessment deals with the operational efficiency of the facility. It
addresses issues such as interdepartmental relationships, expansion capability and necessary
improvement of systems within the space. General recommendations will be made concerning
these issues. These recommendations will reflect building code and ADA accessibility
deficiencies, unacceptable functional problems and areas simply requiring general improvement.
The staff interview process, combined with several tours of the FPD facility, provided
information about current uses, limitations of space, secure storage, parking and it also brought
to light future space planning needs yet be addressed.
Important resources used in the development of this Needs Assessment include the Nebraska
Department of Labor 2013 Fremont Regional Review, the 2013 FPD Annual Report and
especially the 2012 “Blueprint for Tomorrow” Fremont Comprehensive Plan. Additional
resources included the International Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP) Police Facility
Planning Guidelines, a Michigan State University study sponsored by the US Dept. of Justice
Community Oriented Policing Services (COPS) titled A Performance-Based Approach to Police
Staffing and Allocation, and data from the FBI’s Uniform Crime Reports for Full-time Law
Enforcement Officers by Region and Geographic Division by Population Group.

Goals
The principal purpose of the Needs Assessment portion of this study is to identify and
understand current facility needs of the Fremont Police Department, as well as forecast
reasonable projections of potential FPD growth. This will, in turn, facilitate the development of
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solutions to these needs in the Part 2 Planning phase of this document. To accomplish this
overall goal, the following tasks will be undertaken:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Define present and future population trends of the community to determine the impact
on future expansion of the FPD
Evaluate historical community crime data to project trends that will impact the
potential for future expansion of the Department
Evaluate the existing FPD facility and its building systems as described above
Evaluate site deficiencies and needs, including public, service vehicle and FPD staff
site and facility access and parking requirements
Develop a program of spaces and relationships for present staffing and operations
while also anticipating the potential for growth in staffing
Determine space and operational deficiencies in divisions and offices that currently
affect the ability of the FPD to function efficiently
Identify program elements that would benefit from improved security, temperature
control, and improved privacy

This Needs Assessment of the existing facility, and the Part 2 Preliminary Concept Planning
section that follows, provides the basis for an objective comparison of the merits of expanding
and renovating the existing facility versus replacement of the facility on a new site elsewhere in
Fremont.
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Site Evaluation
Location

Source: Google Maps

The Fremont Police Department is located one block east of Highway 77/North Broad Street, at
the northwest corner of the intersection of Military Avenue and North Park Avenue. The FPD
campus comprises the eastern half of the block bounded by Military Avenue on the south, North
Park Avenue on the east, West 8th Street to the north and private property along the west, which
is bordered by North Broad Street.
While the current location was originally central to the city of Fremont, as the community has
grown, the site is now somewhat southwest of the geographical center of the city limits. It still
remains convenient to two key streets: North Broad Street/Highway 77 and Military Avenue.
The current zoning classification for the FPD property is “DC” Downtown Commercial. The
Future Land Use Plan (2012 Fremont Comprehensive Plan) will revise the zoning designation to
“Downtown (Urban)”.
Site Relationships
The two story 1966 building, which houses the FPD offices, occupies the south half of the FPD
property. The public entrance faces North Park Avenue to the east. The north half of the site
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contains a fenced staff parking lot. The office building has a rectangular footprint along a northsouth axis.
The garage is essentially rectangular as well, abutting the west face of the FPD office building,
and faces a recently redeveloped convenience store property to the northwest. One remaining
commercial lot directly west of the garage contains a small computer repair shop and a large rear
parking lot.
Most of the vicinity development is commercial in nature, except for John C. Fremont City Park
to the north, and the historical former Fremont Power building to the northeast, which has been
converted to the Power House apartments. The 911/Dispatch tower is inconveniently located on
the roof of this apartment building.

Dispatch tower on Power House apartment building

The Dodge County Courthouse and Jail (currently closed and used as a holding facility) are just
three blocks south between 4th and 5th Streets, making the drop-off of FPD arrestees at the
holding facility convenient.
Expansion Potential
While an urban site such as the current FPD site would appear difficult to expand at first glance
compared to a new site, several opportunities for on-site expansion actually do exist. The north
staff parking area could be used, but only if staff parking can accommodated elsewhere. It is
2.4
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interesting to note that the 2012 Fremont Comprehensive Plan suggested a structured parking
facility at this very location to anchor the north end of a new North Main Street “Civic
Promenade” between John C. Fremont Park and 3rd Street.
While the majority of the property directly west of the FPD was recently redeveloped into a gas
station/convenience store, the previously mentioned computer shop property west of the garage
should be considered by the City as a passive acquisition if the owner would sell the property.
The garage facility itself has far outlived its useful life and, if demolished, offers an expansion
footprint as large as the adjacent FPD office building.

Three sections of garage facility

Finally, a review of the original structural blueprints for the 1966 building indicates the building
was designed and constructed to allow the addition of a third story, which has been confirmed by
on-site inspection. This offers yet another option for expansion of the current facility. This will
be discussed further in the Architectural Evaluation section of this assessment which follows.
Site Drainage
Overall, the immediate site slopes away from the building on all sides toward street storm drain
inlets; which in turn are connected to the municipal storm water sewer system. The grading of
the northern parking area sheds water to the north and east.
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It was noted during staff interviews that building leaks have occurred in the northeast corner of
the 1966 building via cracks in the paving in this area. It was reported that water was also
entering building ductwork in this area as a result.
Site Access
Public access to the FPD building is via North Park Avenue on the east, which provides access to
parallel parking along the street and to a parking lot on the east side of the street. ADA handicap
access to the entrance is by a ramp that has been added to the north side of the entrance landing,
although there is no curb cut access to the sidewalk from the street.

Public Entrance of Fremont Police Department

Staff access to the building is via the gated parking lot on the north and via the north doors into
the garage and the link between the garage and main building. The south garage door is used
primarily by the SWAT vehicle.
Parking
As mentioned previously, there is one concrete-paved surface parking lot on the FPD property at
the north end of the site, which is used by staff. The lot is enclosed by a security fence and is
gated, but the gate malfunctioned often and now remains open. The garage is used for additional
FPD vehicles. Parking is inadequate for staff, and will be further reduced when the electrical
transformer is relocated from the vault up to grade level.
2.6
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Public parking is available via parallel parking along the west curb of North Park Avenue, as
well as the previously mentioned surface lot directly across the street to the east. While this lot
is not dedicated to the FPD, there are typically parking stalls available during FPD office hours.
There are no dedicated ADA compliant parking spaces for the public.
This report acknowledges directives found in the Fremont City master plan suggesting that a
combined Dodge County Sheriff’s Department (DCSD) and FPD be considered. It was noted
during staff interviews that the SWAT vehicle and K-9 unites are shared by the DCSD and FPD
though both operate out of separate building locations. Part 2 Planning will need to resolve the
already limited parking currently available on-site in order for this merger of the Departments to
be feasible on this site.
Landscaping
There is minimal opportunity for landscaping along North Park Avenue, other than a narrow
green strip between the building and sidewalk on the east and south sides.
Signage
Site signage is limited to metal letters attached to the face of the main entrance canopy of the
FPD building and a 1970’s vintage lighted vertical projecting sign (relocated from the former
FPD building) attached to the southeast corner of the building. Identification of the facility as
the FPD could be significantly improved.

Sign mounted to southeast corner of FPD
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Miscellaneous metal informational signs are attached to posts and the fencing that surrounds the
staff parking lot on the north.
Site Lighting
Outdoor building lighting consists of soffit lights in the roof overhang and entrance canopy. Site
security lighting includes city street lights along surrounding streets, plus a building wall-pack
type light and miscellaneous pole mounted fixtures at the north parking lot. Site lighting in
general is inadequate and energy inefficient by current codes.
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Architectural Evaluation
Background & Historical Context
The Fremont Police Department is located in a facility originally designed and constructed from
1966 to 1967 as an office building for the Fremont Department of Utilities. This building was
built as an addition to an existing Department of Utilities garage structure. The garage is actually
a series of three interconnected structures of unknown ages. Years later the Utilities Department
relocated, and the Fremont City Offices moved into the building. In 1997, the FPD relocated into
the facility where it has resided to this date.
The FPD occupied the former City Office building essentially “as is” and adapted their needs
and functions to existing spaces as necessary. Changes since 1997 have been minor, except for
an expansion and reconfiguration of Communications/Dispatch to the south end of the First
Floor and the replacement of exterior windows, entrance doors and glazing.
Building Areas
The area of the FPD facilities in gross square feet (GSF) are as follows:
• Garage ................................................................................................ 8,834 GSF
• 1967 Addition - Basement ................................................................. 2,280 GSF
- First Floor ................................................................ 7,988 GSF
- Second Floor.......................................................... 7,428 GSF
TOTAL ............................................................................................ 26,530 GSF
- Roof (potential Third Floor) .................................... 7,428 GSF
Garage Building Architectural Systems
The west Garage structure is made up of three buildings/spaces of various ages that are joined
together end to end. The southernmost structure which houses the weight room and SWAT
vehicle is steel column and beam construction with exterior brick infill walls. The roof of the
southern garage structure has a low-slope, mechanically attached EPDM membrane roof over the
west half of the roof; the east half is standing seam metal. Roof water creatively drains west to
the bottom of the standing seam to a trough structure; then north and dumps onto the downward
west sloping bow truss roof where the water heads west and down to a gutter.
The middle building is possibly the oldest structure of the garage. It appears to be of brick
masonry wall construction. There were once windows in the south, west and east walls as is
evidenced by concrete block infill panels, with glass blocks installed above at regular intervals.
Masonry wall pilasters are topped with wood bow trusses forming the roof understructure. The
roof has been altered to have a sloped standing seam metal roof from the west wall of the 1966
building to where the bow truss curve slopes to the west, in an attempt to help direct rainwater to
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the west and then down the curve of the bow truss to the west. Roof water is collected on the
west edge of the roof and carried by a gutter to a downspout on the south end of the gutter.
The north end of the garage is concrete masonry unit construction. Walls are topped with a
mechanically fastened low-slope membrane roof. Overlapping the northeast side of this roof is a
standing seam metal roof that covers only the connector hallway below as it extends from below
the bow truss space to the south and to the north exit door of the corridor below. Rain water is
handled on the north side by gutter and a downspout at the northwest corner of the building. The
north end of the building has leaked above the north door.

Garage roofs looking south – note maze of roof runoff areas

1966 Building Architectural Systems
The structure of the 1966 building consists of reinforced concrete construction. Floor and roof
are concrete, bearing on concrete beams and columns which in turn transfer loads to concrete
pile cap footings.
Of significance upon review of the original construction documents was the discovery that the
original building structure was designed to accommodate the addition of a third floor: The roof
deck is reinforced concrete and the concrete column reinforcing is extended through the roof and
capped to permit the addition of third floor columns. These column caps are visible on the
existing roof. Knock-out roof slab areas are noted on the roof plan for extending vertically the
two stair towers and the elevator shaft. While the next phase of Planning may find that a third
floor addition does not satisfy FPD functional needs, it is commendable that the City of Fremont
had the foresight to invest in the future expansion potential of the building.
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Roof column caps for potential future Third Floor.

A single story corridor link between the garage and the office tower was constructed as part of
the 1966 building construction. In addition, the original 1966 construction included a small
drive-up teller kiosk with covered canopy for payment of utility bills, which is no longer in use.
The 1966 building was reroofed in the early 1990s with a ballasted EPDM membrane roof,
which, at that age, would be near the end of its useful life. The previously mentioned corridor
between the offices and the garage was reroofed with new support structure and a standing seam
metal roof over the north third of its length. This complexity of roofs is possibly reflected by
reported roof leaks in this area of the building.

Former teller kiosk/canopy, plus reroofed standing seam roof over corridor link to garage
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A partial basement houses mechanical and electrical equipment. The above grade First and
Second Floors house the FPD offices. Floor to floor/roof heights are:
• Basement to First Floor........................................................................ 14’-10¼”
• First Floor to Second Floor ....................................................................... 14’-0”
• Second Floor to Roof Deck (potential Third Floor) ................................. 13’-8”
Exterior walls of the 1966 building are composed of 4” face brick with 8” concrete masonry
back-up. Walls are insulated with 2” cavity insulation, which is inadequate by current energy
codes. Narrow vertical windows border both sides of each exterior concrete column. Windows,
as well as exterior entrance doors and glazing, were replaced in 2013 with aluminum frame units
having tinted Low E insulated glass. Asbestos was discovered during the window replacement
project and was abated.
Interior construction is predominantly metal studs with painted gypsum board finish. Exterior
walls have painted gypsum board over metal furring strips attached to the exterior concrete
masonry units. While most walls are painted, some are accented with the original stained wood
paneling. Restroom walls are finished with ceramic tile.

Typical interior finishes and signage

Ceilings are typically suspended acoustic tile, with a few of painted gypsum board. Utilitarian
spaces, such as the basement mechanical room have exposed structure.
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Floor finishes are predominately carpet or resilient flooring, such as vinyl composition tile.
Restroom floors are finished with ceramic mosaic tile. Wall base is typically vinyl. Asbestos
floor tile was observed on intermediate stair landings and on the Second Floor in corridors and
possibly under re-carpeted offices as well.
Interior doors and frames are typically the original 1966 stained wood doors and trim, except
where rated openings are required (storage rooms, stairs) which are of rated hollow metal
construction.
Interior signage is minimal, consisting typically of embossed plastic room names. Many are not
ADA compliant in size, height above floor, location or are lacking raised letters and Braille
characters. Other signage includes miscellaneous posted paper notices. Beginning with the First
Floor entrance Vestibule, wayfinding by the public is difficult and confusing.
Any code deficiencies present at this time were likely not requirements under building codes
used to design the original facility in 1966. Although codes affecting office occupancies are
typically more lenient in comparison to educational and healthcare occupancies, any major
renovation of the facility will eliminate any non-Life Safety code “grandfathering” that my apply
and will require the renovated facility to be fully code-compliant. Unlike grandfathered items,
ADA compliance has been required since 1992, where it is “readily achievable”.
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Functional Evaluation
In addition to functional issues observed during on-site tours of the FPD facility, additional
information was gathered using Questionnaires which were distributed to staff, followed by
individual interviews.
The process of moving into any building that formerly housed other tenants or uses without
remodeling that space to fit the new tenant’s mission, operational and functional requirements
typically results in compromises and inefficiencies for the new tenant. As was previously noted,
the current FPD facility was designed in 1966 for the Fremont Utilities Department, which was
later occupied by the Fremont City Offices. In 1997 the Fremont Police Department relocated to
the building.
Most of the original 1966 wall configurations or later City Offices modifications were retained,
despite specific operational needs of the FPD. However, the Fremont Police Department has
shown flexibility in adapting to the existing layout over the years. While commendable, their
adaptation has been at the expense of workflow and efficiency, public and staff privacy, security
of both staff and crime-related evidence, staff comfort due to failing HVAC equipment and lack
of temperature control, public wayfinding and negative perception due to lack of reception at the
entrance, lack of public restrooms and ADA non-compliance, to mention a few key issues.
The Vestibule space acts as a lobby to visitors. Once inside the vestibule, signs direct visitors to
a phone for further instructions, since the reception counter is on the Second Floor, further
confusing visitors who previously used the former dispatch window. The Vestibule leads to the
elevator Lobby; the elevator is the only access for the public to the Second Floor. Because of
this, the inner vestibule doors to the Lobby are not locked during business hours, which
compromises security because of the lack of a reception/control desk in the Lobby.

Vestibule/Lobby with reception phone
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There are no Public Restrooms in the Lobby area, or anywhere else in the facility. The public
must be escorted through secure areas to a staff restroom or directed to public restrooms in
nearby buildings.
Immediately to the right of the elevator Lobby are the Patrol Offices. These are separated from
the public only by reflective glass (with visibility into the offices, but not out of them, which
compromises the officers’ safety). In addition, there is only screen mesh in the transom above
the doors, compromising both safety and audio privacy.

Entrance to Patrol Area with reflective glass (wrong side) and screen mesh above doors

Within the Patrol Area, issues include two overcrowded Sergeants’ Offices, an open Officer
Report Area that lacks audio and visual privacy, the Property and Evidence Technician Office,
which is remote from the Evidence Storage in the garage, and an undersized Armory located in
an electrical closet.
At the south end of the First Floor, the 911/Dispatch area was expanded and remodeled in 2013.
This new Dispatch area is poised to become a regional dispatch center adding responsibilities for
up to four surrounding counties. The Communications Director’s office is nearby but lacks the
ability to conveniently interact with Dispatch staff. While not far from the entrance Lobby,
public access to the Director’s office is difficult. The former Dispatch area is located in the
center core of the First Floor, north of the new Dispatch area and now sits empty and
underutilized. A vault in the former Dispatch area is inconveniently located.
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The expansion of the Dispatch area reduced the size of the adjacent Training Room, which is
now undersized for large staff meetings. Public access to this meeting room is no longer
practical due to security issues and the lack of public toilets.
A corridor outside the Dispatch area provides access to the Link between the 1966 building and
garage. This corridor is connected back to the Patrol Area as well. Various service rooms align
the corridor along the west side, including a very small Break Room, a combination
Interview/Breathalyzer/Fingerprinting room (which is undersized, inconvenient and not secure).
Ideally, two Fingerprinting stations – one for convenient public access, such as job applications,
and one for secure access by officers printing detainees – would be provided. The Interview
room should be a separate room with acoustical privacy. This corridor also provides access to
non-ADA compliant Staff Toilets and another dual-use Electrical Room and Janitor’s Closet.
The Link between the garage and FPD office building provides egress from stairs at each end
serving the Second Floor. This is also the only “locker” space for officer’s personal storage and
law enforcement equipment. In addition to the inconvenience of not having an actual Locker
Room with showers, the lockers compromise circulation and fire egress through the corridor.

Corridor Link between FPD offices and garage, with officer lockers

The Second Floor is accessed by either of the two stairwells previously mentioned or by the
Lobby elevator, which is not ADA compliant. The stairs and Link do provide convenient access
to the garage and the north staff parking lot.
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The remaining FPD offices are located on the Second Floor. They are served by a single off-set
north/south Corridor, which provides access to the elevator and the stairwells at the northwest
and southwest corners.
This Corridor serves as the Waiting area for anyone requiring assistance from the Office/Records
Bureau (records, gun permits, occupancy/bike licenses and criminal background checks), as well
as those waiting to see any of the officers located on the Second Floor. This “waiting area”
obstructs the elevator door and compromises fire egress through the corridor. Finally, there is no
discreet access to investigators in the Detective Bureau or Drug Task Force, unless they are
escorted up one of the stairwells.

Second Floor Corridor public “Waiting Area”

The Office/Records Bureau area serves the public through one window to the Waiting Area.
Privacy is often compromised because of congestion at this window. Ideally, this area would be
located on the First Floor with convenient public access, adequate waiting space and accessible
public restrooms.
While the open Office work area appears sufficient in size, its arrangement results in
inefficiencies and interruptions. In addition to public reception and assistance, the Office staff
manage multiple responsibilities for the Department. They are centrally located and convenient
to the Chief and Lieutenants’ offices. The Lieutenants’ Offices are adequate in size, but could be
located on the First Floor like the Office area.
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The Chief’s Office has an adjacent Conference Room that can be separated by a movable
partition. While convenient for the Chief, the partition is acoustically substandard and is
problematic when others need to use the Conference Room.
The adjacent Case File Storage room uses standard file cabinets. High-density mobile files
would provide more efficient use of the space and capacity for growth. An office Supply Room
in the northeast corner doubles as a Break Room. These should be separated, with a centrally
located Supply Room also housing office copiers. A separate Vault off the open Office area
stores uniforms, belts as well as copy paper.
An enclosed Payroll Office adjacent to the Office area provides confidentiality. A nearby
Storage Room directly south of the north stairwell is underutilized, possibly due to the fact that
access to the Women’s Restroom is through this Storeroom.
The south end of the Second Floor is occupied by the Detective Bureau, Drug Task Force, a
State Patrol office, two Interview Rooms, a congested File/Copy/Storage Alcove, the Men’s
Restroom and an unused former Lounge space.

File/Copy/Storage Alcove adjacent to Interview Room

The Detective Bureau is an open office area, and while it provides open communication between
investigators, it compromises privacy during phone calls. The Interview Rooms across a narrow
corridor from the detectives lack good acoustic privacy, and corridor noise is often picked up by
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recording equipment. A Holding Room for overflow suspects when Interview Rooms are full
would be helpful.
Like the Detective Bureau space, the Drug Task Force has an open office workspace, with
similar trade-offs – it facilitates open dialogue at the expense of privacy. Again, the same issues
with the Interview Rooms apply. In addition, it is difficult to discreetly bring suspects or
informants to the area, except via the stairwell in the southwest corner.

Typical Interview Room

As was previously noted, the FPD relocated to the building with very little modification and
adapted to existing rooms and spaces as needed. As a result, some spaces remain unused or
underused, because of size or location (former Lounge, Storage Room outside Women’s
Restroom, Vault).
A partial basement at the north end of the 1966 building houses primarily mechanical and
electrical equipment, although it has begun to accumulate overflow storage. Storage is
prohibited in mechanical spaces by fire codes. Elevator equipment in the mechanical room must
be in a separate room if it remains at its present location. Another complication occurred when
the areaway at the northeast corner was sealed due to rain infiltration. As a result, replacement
of the existing equipment in this basement space will be essentially impossible, and an
alternative location for equipment will need to be found if a viable renovation option for this
building can be developed. More information can be found in the Mechanical and Electrical
System Evaluations which follow.
Prochaska & Associates
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The garage building primarily stores FPD vehicles, and also houses the staff Exercise Room and
Property and Evidence Storage, including storage of evidence-related vehicles. There is an
access stair to a small basement room in the northeast corner of the north garage section which is
presently used for parking meter storage. A diesel fired electrical backup generator is located
near this basement stair.
The Fitness Room, while spacious enough, retains its “garage-like” atmosphere and lacks the
finishes and professional environment expected in a law enforcement facility to encourage
fitness activities.

Fitness Room located in garage

A mezzanine level in the north garage section is constructed of wood floor joists supported by
steel beams and columns and is used for Evidence Storage. The Property & Evidence
Technician’s office is remotely and inconveniently located in the northeast corner of the Patrol
Area on the First Floor. This office location is also adjacent to a very noisy outdoor condensing
unit, which makes working in the office difficult during months using air conditioning. Since the
Evidence Storage area in the garage is not temperature controlled, evidence needed for trial can
be affected by hot and cold temperature extremes, putting it at-risk of being compromised
through degradation. The mezzanine is shielded from the garage environment by only a
polyethylene sheet barrier; the level of dust and contaminant control necessary for quality
storage of crime related evidence becomes nearly impossible to achieve. Finally, the technician
working on the Storage mezzanine in the summertime endures not only the dust and potential
contaminants, but near unbearable heat.
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Evidence Storage mezzanine in garage

FPD trash receptacles and dumpsters are located outside the north wall of the garage and are not
in an enclosure. It was noted that a dumpster became mobile on an extremely windy day,
causing damage to some employee vehicles. It was also reported that mice and insects enter the
building through the garage area.

Unenclosed dumpster and trash receptacles behind garage
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Plumbing Systems Evaluation
General Overview
In addition to site utilities, plumbing systems include plumbing fixtures, sanitary sewer and vent
piping, domestic water supply piping, fuel oil piping, water heaters, and water conditioning
equipment. Fremont Department of Utilities is the local authority for the water, sanitary sewer
and storm sewer systems.
The office portion of the building was designed in 1966 to serve administration and support staff
working for the Fremont Department of Utilities. The two-story addition was constructed in
relative close proximity to three older buildings that constitute the garage portion of the facility.
When the office addition was built, the Fremont Department of Utilities did not supply natural
gas to their service area. As such, the office addition was “all electric” and no provisions were
made to bring natural gas service to the site.
The Fremont Department of Utilities began providing natural gas to their service territory in
1985. Since the Utility’s electric rate tariff no longer provides price breaks for “all electric”
buildings, it might be prudent to set a natural gas meter to serve any major remodeling effort or
expansion project.
Sanitary Sewer System
The office portion of the facility is served by a 5” building drain that exits approximately 5’-6”
below the finished floor elevation to the south. The drain line is constructed of cast iron soil pipe
and transitions to 6” vitrified clay pipe approximately 5’-0” away from the building edge.
The building drain interconnects with the City’s sanitary sewer main buried along West Military
Avenue. The invert elevation of the City’s 10” sewer line is approximately 10’-0” below the
finished floor elevation.
Plumbing fixtures and specialties drain to waste stacks constructed of heavy weight cast iron soil
piping with bell-and-spigot type joints sealed with lead and oakum. Vent piping is primarily
constructed of standard weight galvanized steel piping with threaded cast iron fittings. Except
for minor repair and replacement measures undertaken over the years, sanitary sewer and vent
piping is original.
Though vent terminals where passing through the roof are adequately sized to prevent frost
closure, some plumbing vents extend only a few inches above the roof. Current code requires
that all plumbing vents be extended at least 10" above the roof.
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A duplex sewage ejector is available in the basement mechanical room to receive waste from
floor drains, a service sink and an area drain. Effluent is lifted through a 2” forced main and
interconnects with a 3” gravity drain that is then tied into the above described building drain.
No building plans are available for the older garage section. From on-site field observations, it
appears a separate building drain serves a small number of floor drains and exits the building on
the south in order to interconnect with the City’s 10” sewer line along West Military Avenue.
Building drain and plumbing vent systems are also designed to be very long lasting and generally
will not need repairs, except under extreme circumstances. However, as the garage portion of
the facility is nearly a hundred years old, the building drain is likely subject to corrosion and
leaks and in need of replacing.
Storm Sewer System
In the office portion of the facility, storm water is collected through three 3” primary roof drains.
No clear means for meeting the code requirement for secondary roof drainage systems was
found. Piping serving primary roof drains interconnects with a vertical 6” storm pipe riser. The
riser is sized and constructed to allow for future extension to a third floor, if needed. Storm drain
piping is constructed of cast iron soil piping with bell-and-spigot type joints sealed with lead and
oakum.
The above described riser is routed under floor to an 8” storm sewer drain line that leaves the
building approximately 3’6” below the finished floor on the south. The storm sewer line
interconnects with a 12" City storm sewer line along West Military Avenue. The City’s storm
sewer line has an invert elevation of approximately 4’-9” below the building’s finished floor.
A smaller roof section over the southern end of the garage simply drains onto the center roof
section that slopes to a drain gutter on the west. Storm water discharges through a 6” downspout
leader into a concrete drainage trough that directs storm water runoff to the south. The garage’s
northern roof section is sloped to the north toward a drain gutter that ties into a 6” downspout
leader that discharges to daylight at the northwest corner of the facility.
It was noted that the newer standing seam metal roof over the garage portion was extended over
a connecting corridor between the two building sections. Once completed, the three primary roof
drains serving the connecting link were no longer needed and abandoned in place.
The drive-thru canopy on the north is served by a 2” primary roof drain. No clear means for
meeting the code requirement for secondary roof drainage systems are present. Primary storm
drain piping is routed to a 2” downspout nozzle that discharges to grade in the southeast corner
of the original Utility Teller building.
Prior to a chiller replacement project, city water supply was used as condenser water for a watercooled chiller. When the original chiller was in operation, condenser return water was simply
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drained into the storm drainage system. This drainage piping was abandoned in place when the
now existing air-cooled chiller was installed more than a decade ago.
Water Service and Distribution
Water pressure in the City mains is approximately 70 psig. Pressure reducing valves are required
to lower water pressure at the buildings (typically 55 psig). A water meter in the basement
mechanical room serves the office section of the Fremont Police Department.
The water meter is fed by a 3-inch main that originates from an 8” City water main that runs
along the west side of West Park Avenue on the east. Note that the City of Fremont has
scheduled the replacement of the existing 8”water main with a new 8” line that will be located
across the street, under the east sidewalk of West Park Avenue.
In addition to domestic water supply, the existing 3” water service serves a lawn irrigation
system. The lawn irrigation system is properly equipped with a reduced pressure principal type
backflow preventer to protect the City’s and the building’s potable water supply.
Water distribution piping in the mechanical room is bare as a result of a previous asbestos
abatement effort. This leads to warmer water temperatures for the domestic cold water supply,
making it less desirable to drink. Lack of pipe insulation also exacerbates the propensity for the
cold water lines to sweat, increasing corrosion. Finally, energy losses associated with bare
domestic hot water pipe are more than three times that of properly insulated pipe for smaller pipe
sizes, and higher for larger pipe sizes.
Though water lines outside the mechanical room are insulated, the pipe insulation still contains
asbestos. Whether reused, or demolished, asbestos-containing insulation serving affected water
lines would need to be abated and replaced during any major remodeling project.
Another water meter is located in the Exercise Room of the garage section. The water meter was
originally used by the City of Fremont Water Department to fill tanks. Though no floor plan
information exists, it is understood that the 1-1/2” water service originates from a 6” water main
that runs along West Military Avenue. No backflow prevention equipment exists for this
service.
It is suspected that actual water usage from this garage service line is limited. As such, the
likelihood that water can stand in this piping for extended periods of time poses some
contamination concerns. The water line is extended from the water meter to three hose bibs and a
quick fill line. Beyond being poorly supported in some areas, piping and appurtenances
constituting this system are dated.
Though major inroads have been made on a legislative level to reduce lead content in plumbing
piping and appurtenances, little can be done to mitigate the issue in older plumbing systems.
Simply, older plumbing fixtures, brass fittings, and other plumbing components can leach lead
into the potable water supply.
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The galvanized steel piping used for water distribution in the office section, and even older
piping serving the garage section, are additional arenas for concern. Specifically, elements such
as cadmium may be present as impurities in the zinc used in the galvanizing process. Galvanized
pipes can also accumulate lead from lead service lines (if ever used) which can be periodically
released during pipe corrosion or disturbances such as water hammer.
To address concerns, it is recommended that a water sample be collected in both building
sections for laboratory analyses. In the interim, drink and cook with cold water as hot water is
more likely to cause leaching. Long term, begin to budget for replacement of water piping and
other suspected components with modern day components that are subject to compliance with
current legislative requirements. If the next phase of Preliminary Planning recommends
renovation of the facility for FPD use, plumbing piping replacement should be included in the
overall Project Budget.
If the garage is retained as part of a renovation project, consider tying any new plumbing fixtures
and specialties in the garage into the larger water service to allow the existing smaller service to
be removed. In addition to eliminating contamination and lead content issues, this measure will
reduce meter related charges.
Domestic Hot Water Systems
Domestic hot water for the office portion is supplied by a 250-gallon storage tank manufactured
by Richmond Engineering Company with an electric resistance type immersion heater
manufactured by Chromalox. The water heater is original and a good candidate for replacement.
A 30-kW immersion heater serves the water heater and provides a 129 gallon/hour recovery at
100EF temperature rise. A fractional horsepower pump is used to recirculate hot water in the
domestic hot water piping loop. The recirculating pump is manually controlled.
Beyond its age, the insulation jacket for the tank was removed during the asbestos abatement
project. The bare tank is subject to considerable energy losses, likely necessitating that the
system be maintained at a higher operating temperature (i.e., 135EF).
Good design would have the water heater(s) maintained at 140EF, then routed through
thermostatic mixing valves that reduce the domestic supply to 110EF degrees for use at plumbing
fixtures. This practice works to increase available hot water and precludes the growth of
organisms in the storage tank that can lead to Legionnaire’s Disease. A new thermostatic mixing
valve would be required to accomplish this at the Fremont Police Department.
Plumbing Fixtures
The majority of plumbing fixtures in the building are the original. Though the fixtures
themselves have performed admirably well, fixture fittings (faucets, flush mechanisms, etc.)
have required some replacement over the years. Due to the infrequency of these replacements
and the tenure in which they have occurred, a myriad of different vendor products are now in
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place. Unfortunately, this compromises aesthetics and, more importantly, maintenance parts
inventories and service routines.
The sinks in the kitchenettes on First and Second floors are part of a unique combination that
includes a stove top and undercounter refrigerator. However, the porcelain sinks are small and
dated in appearance. Lack of proper exhaust above the stove tops are amongst other concerns.
Though some progress has been made to change urinals and lavatory faucets to handicap
accessible type, a number of issues still exist related to ADA requirements. New plumbing
fixtures should be provided in renovated spaces that meet current guidelines.
Beyond accessibility issues, the original water closets in the facility require higher water
consumption. It is estimated that the volume of water required to flush the dated fixtures ranges
from 3.8 to 4.7 gallons per flush, including excess trail flow. For simplicity sake, this is two to
three times the water required for their modern day standard equivalents. Codes would typically
preclude reusing these fixtures in any major remodel.
The existing kitchenette sinks, wall mounted lavatories and water closets, faucets (where
original), etc., contribute to a dated and overall institutional looking work environment. Though
the sink in the Second floor break room, along with some urinals and service sinks could be
reused; the remaining existing plumbing fixtures are good candidates for replacement.
Fittings serving any new fixtures should be standardized so that replacement parts can be
properly stocked. Battery operated or hard wired sensor operated flushometers and faucets
should also be considered to help control the spread of infectious diseases (i.e, since the users
make no physical content with the flushometer or electronic faucet). Note that automatic mixing
valves that mitigate the risk of scalding are now required by code in public restrooms.
The floor drains in the garage portion are nearly a hundred years old and in poor physical
condition. Due to their age, floor drains in the garage and exercise room would not be equipped
with trap seal primers. This can allow foul-smelling sewer gases to enter occupied areas
whenever extended periods of nonuse occur.
Floor drains in the garage are also not properly tied into a mud & sand interceptor to protect the
City’s sanitary sewer system. New trench drains would also be more suitable for the current
operation. The wall mounted vat in the garage discharges indirectly to an area floor drain which
is no longer allowed by codes. Water piping near the vat is loose and easily swayed.
Water Softening Equipment
A small water softening system is available to condition the water supply to an electric boiler
that produces steam for humidification at the main air handling unit. The system was
manufactured by Clean Pluz which is no longer in business, increasing the difficulty of getting
replacement parts.
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Though the system is normally off during the cooling season, it appears to be operational. A
separate water meter is used to track the amount of softened water being used by the
humidification system. The steam line serving the humidifier is uninsulated, as well as the cold
water inlet and soft cold water lines.
Fuel Oil Supply System
In the garage section, fuel oil is used to fire an existing 60-kW Kohler generator-set used for
emergency power at the facility. The fuel oil storage system has a concrete bunker for secondary
containment that appears to be in good repair.
Potential for Expansion of the Fire Protection System
There is not a wet pipe sprinkler system to provide fire protection services within the facility.
Instead, fire extinguisher cabinets with fire extinguishers are strategically placed throughout the
facility. A new fire protection system likely would be needed if a major remodel or expansion
was to occur.
In general, the new fire protection system would consist of sprinkler heads installed in each
room, corridor and stairwell, resulting in 100% sprinkler coverage of the facility. The new wet
pipe sprinkler system would need to be monitored by a new fire alarm panel.
If a new sprinkler system is required, it would necessitate that a new 6” fire line be brought into
the building. Though no issues were identified that would preclude this from occurring, the
requirement for wet pipe sprinkler coverage should be properly budgeted for in the next phase of
Planning.
In high value areas, such as Dispatch, server rooms, etc., sprinkler head activation could cause
more damage than a fire itself. In these areas, consider installing a dry type fire suppression
system as the first line of defense against fires.
Potential for New Natural Gas Service
As previously noted, the natural gas distribution system serving the City of Fremont Natural gas
service is supported by the Fremont Department of Utilities. A 2” natural gas line was recently
buried by the Utility along West 8th Street to serve the adjacent convenience store. As the
service is maintained at 16 psig, some spare capacity exists.
Though some limitations are present, a new natural gas meter could be set on the north side of
the facility to serve a new water heater, boilers and other gas-fired appliances. It is estimated
that switching fuels from electricity to natural gas has the potential to reduce utility billings for
heating energy by 35%, or more. A 2 psig design would allow natural gas distribution system
piping within the building to be smaller, reducing overall costs.
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Summation
Since the building has been generally well maintained, it is easy to forget that the building has
been in operation for nearly fifty years. As such, much of the major plumbing equipment is well
past the end of its expected period of useful life, with the remaining materials and equipment
approaching that end. Little, if anything, should be salvaged during a renovation effort. Simply,
beyond sizing and some safety implications, the probability of future failures in the existing
plumbing system is too high to risk having to tear up renovated areas to make inevitable
emergency plumbing system repairs.
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Mechanical (HVAC) Systems Evaluation
1966 Office Building HVAC Systems
The FPD office building HVAC system is only slightly changed from the original HVAC system
installed in 1966. A chiller with approximately 50 tons of capacity generates 45 degree chilled
water. This chilled water provides cooling for the office building through its circulation through
a cooling coil in the basement air handler. This chiller is the only major HVAC component to be
modified from what was originally installed. It appears that the original chiller was replaced
around 1993. Both the original chiller and the 1993 chiller rejected their heat by running 50
gallons per minute (gpm) of domestic water through their condensing unit, then dumping the
water to the sanitary sewer. This type of system wastes an enormous amount of domestic water
and its use in new systems has been prohibited per code for quite some time. Around 2009 the
chiller was modified with new compressors, and the “water dump” condenser was replaced with
an air-cooled condensing unit which sits outside the northeast corner of the building.

Existing chiller located in basement
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Existing air-cooled condensing unit located outside the northeast corner of the building.

The remaining components of the HVAC system are essentially original from the 1966
construction. A 12,000 cubic feet per minute (cfm) air handler provides conditioned air to the
building. The air system is a “constant volume, dual duct” type, in which the air handler’s return
and supply fans run at a constant speed, regardless of the changing heating and cooling loads of
the building. The supply fan feeds 2 different ducts; a “hot” duct and a ‘cold” duct. The cold
duct distributes air from the unit’s cooling coil throughout the building, while the hot duct
distributes air from the unit’s heating coil. Heat is provided by a 150 kW multi-stage electric
resistance coil. (The building is all electric with no natural gas.) Building spaces are served by a
thermostat and a “mixing box.” The mixing box has both a hot and cold duct connection. The
temperature in the space is then maintained by mixing the appropriate amount of “cold” and
‘hot” air. In the summer, the space may see 100% cold air, while in winter it may be mostly hot
air. In intermediate conditions, the space would see a mix of hot and cold air.
Ventilation for the building is brought in via a roof intake. This intake is capable of providing
100% outside air to the air handler to allow it to operate in “economizer” mode to utilize fresh air
for cooling on cool days. Excess air is relieved via the area way located at the northeast corner of
the building.
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Original “dual-duct” air handler located in the basement.

Replacement 150 kW electric heating coil, still in crate.
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A 48kW electric resistance boiler served by a water softener provides steam to the air
handler for building humidification in winter.
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Example of a “dual-duct” mixing box with both hot and cold duct connections. White streaking
on box is from outside water leaking into the building, entering the ductwork, then the basement.

Roof mounted outside air intake for the air handler.
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Area way for relieving air from the basement air handler. (This previously provided
equipment access to the basement, but is now no longer usable for basement access.)

In spaces with heavy electronic equipment, such as Dispatch, separate ductless split system
air conditioners have been added to provide additional cooling capacity.
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The temperature control system has been updated to a computerized “direct digital control”
(DDC) system. The original system utilized pneumatic components. While the motorized
actuators for the air handler’s control dampers are still pneumatically driven, control logic is now
processed electronically.
Garage HVAC Systems
Little in terms of HVAC equipment is present in the garage portion of the facility.

A self contained package unit, manufactured by Rheem, provides
1,200 cfm of heating and cooling air to the exercise room.

The Exercise Room system has approximately 3 tons of cooling capacity. Originally, the unit
was equipped with 20-kW of electric resistance heating. However, it appears that the cooling
coil was replaced and the unit was converted to a heat pump. The condensing unit serving the
system is set in the garage, which contributes to overheating during the summer.
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An electric hanging unit heater provides minimal heating to the space over the winter.

Summation
The office building’s current HVAC system is a relic of the early 1960’s era in which it was
designed. In addition, it was designed for Fremont’s local electrical utility. Electricity was
cheap and plentiful. The all-electric features of the building extended to electrically heated
sidewalks for melting winter-time ice and snow. However, if one set out today to design a new
building that maximizes both energy consumption and associated cost, it would look very much
like the existing HVAC system for the FPD building. Electric resistance is the most expensive
way to furnish heat. For the last 25 years plus, larger commercial HVAC systems have been
designed as variable-air-volume (VAV) systems, where airflow to spaces is reduced as the
cooling loads in the space reduce. This allows the fans in the air handlers to slow down and thus
greatly reduce their energy consumption. This same approach applies to heating and cooling
water (hydronic) systems. As the heating or cooling load drops at a coil, the heating or cooling
water flows to the coils are reduced, which in turn allows the pumps to slow down, again
reducing energy consumption.
The existing HVAC system for this building has NONE of these features. From the air handler’s
two fans (supply and return) to the chilled water circulating pump, everything runs at a constant
speed. And the all-electric resistance heat maximizes energy costs per unit of heat. Natural gas
is a much less expensive means of heating air, steam or water. Without even considering the age
and obsolescence of the existing equipment, complete replacement of the system would likely be
cost justified simply from the energy savings achieved in the new HVAC system’s operation.
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But obsolescence is very much an issue. Except for the chiller/condensing unit, the HVAC
equipment is original to the building. This equipment has reached the end of its useful life, with
an increasing percentage of aged components working poorly, or not at all, with no replacement
components available. In addition, the sealed area way prevents equipment access to the
basement. With the failure of any one of the larger components of the HVAC system (i.e. the
cooling coil, chiller evaporator bundle, etc.), it may be literally impossible to fix because of the
inability to access the basement.
For multiple reasons (age, complexity, energy consumption), it is recommended that the
building’s HVAC system be completely replaced with an entirely new system. One replacement
option would utilize a rooftop VAV air-conditioning unit serving a new duct system. The duct
would feed variable-air-volume boxes, which would modulate the volume of air into spaces
based on the required cooling loads. A gas-fired boiler with pumps would provide heating hot
water to coils within these VAV boxes. The hot water flow to the VAV boxes would vary based
on the required heating loads. A direct digital control (DDC) system would provide accurate and
efficient control of all these components.
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Electrical Evaluation
Normal Power System
The existing electrical system is served by open transformers in a vault below the parking lot,
with the garage served by pole mounted transformers. These vault-type systems are no longer
typically installed; safer enclosed systems are now predominant. The utility company has
already planned to upgrade the open transformers and it would be ideal to do these upgrades
when and if the FPD facility is renovated.

Existing transformer vaults

There are 2 services being fed from the transformer vault: a 240V, 3 phase service and a
240/120V, single phase service, which is atypical for current commercial facilities such as the
FPD facility. A modern electrical service would typically be 208/120V, 3 phase. Two services
were required in 1966 because a 240V, 3 phase service does not have 120V necessary to serve
appliance panels.
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These services terminate at main fused disconnects located in the main switchboard in the
basement. The switchboard has 240V, 3 phase distribution sections on the right side that feed
only 3 phase loads such as mechanical equipment and electric in floor heating. The left side of
the switchboard has distribution for the 240/120V appliance panels which serve lighting,
receptacles, etc. The switchboard is obsolete and new replacement parts are not available.

Main switchgear in basement

The garage has two 208/120V appliance panels fed from a single pullbox/CT cabinet. While
these aging panels could still be used, the building will need to be combined into a single
208/120V service to meet current codes.
Appliance and lighting panels throughout the facility are mostly original although some newer
satellite panels have been installed. The older panels should be replaced due to the age of the
breakers. In order to maintain the existing functions, new panels must to be installed before the
old panels can be removed.
Emergency Power System
Emergency power is provided by a 1990’s era 60KW diesel generator. The generator has logged
less than 1000 hours of service; a well maintained diesel generator should last at least 10,000
hours. Unfortunately, the engine is no longer manufactured and replacement parts may be
difficult to obtain.
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Emergency generator located in garage

The generator nameplate indicates 208/120V 3 phase power, but the transfer switch and panels
are all single phase, therefore it was most likely converted to a single phase generator. While a
typical 60KW generator should be able to provide 300A (amps), the FPD generator has only a
150A circuit breaker.
There are unusual circumstances surrounding the generator that make it difficult to assess
options without a thorough investigation by an electrician. Because the generator us undersized
at only 150A, it can provide only the very minimum required emergency back up. Due to the
critical importance of a law enforcement and emergency/disaster response facility, a planned
emergency system upgrade is recommended.
Lighting
Interior lighting has mostly been upgraded to more efficient T8 fluorescent lamps, but fixture
lenses are quite discolored, reducing efficiency and color rendition. The 2x4 light fixtures are
also being used for air distribution, which is not a modern design strategy. Separating the air
distribution from the light fixtures provides for much easier replacement of light fixtures if
necessary. Incandescent lamps have generally been replaced with self-ballasted compact
fluorescent lamps.
Outdoor lighting does not properly light the entrances, does not have emergency backup as
required by present codes, and is very difficult to maintain or repair.
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Typical original interior fluorescent light fixtures with discolored lenses

Original light fixtures in Vestibule – note only two are lit (exterior canopy similar)
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The main entrance canopy lighting is identical to the Vestibule lighting. Many of these lamps
are no longer lit. In addition, heat lamps have been installed in the exterior canopy to reduce the
slip hazard from icy steps and entrance tiles.
Low Voltage Systems
The Fire Alarm system is a very basic zone system and is missing modern features that reduce
maintenance issues. The system does not have current code-required notification devices. The
main panel is a combination burglar alarm and fire alarm panel. For facilities of this size a
dedicated fire alarm system would typically be specified. There are no burglar alarm devices
installed. The existing alarm system would not be able to monitor a fire sprinkler system, which
will most likely be required by a major renovation.
The video surveillance system is comprised of an older analog system, with a few newer digital
cameras. The system should be combined into one digital system. A new one megapixel high
definition digital camera system should be installed. The resolution on analog cameras is poor
which makes it difficult to indentify assailants or weapons. New cameras would have the ability
to zoom in on areas of particular interest.
The door access control system is a proximity card system and is limited to only the most critical
doors. It should be increased to cover all desired doors. The current system is not centralized
and information must be extracted at each card reader with a device such as a PDA. The stand
alone system can be easily expanded. Consideration should be given to a centralized system that
would allow information to be accessed from any authorized computer on the network.
The Dispatch equipment is fairly new and up to date, although it may need to be upgraded if the
current FPD Dispatch center becomes a regional dispatch center.
Phone & Data Systems
Phone and Data systems are adequate, although a major renovation would require replacement of
all cabling and outlets from the main equipment to the stations (excluding Dispatch).
Elevator Equipment
Elevator equipment is not in separate room, which is required by code.
Summation
In conclusion, except for Dispatch (which may require expansion), most electrical systems will
require replacement if renovation of the FPD facility proves to be a feasible option.
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Utility Consumption History
The following table identifies the utility usage of the Fremont Police Department facility for one
year, ending in August 2014, the most recent month available at the time of this study.
Outside Lights
Month

Electricity

Demand

Water/Sewer

kWh

Cost

kWh

Cost

kW

Cost

Gal.

Cost

September 2013

415

$81.25

29,200

$1,152.60

79.2

$673.99

44,132

$160.03

October

415

$81.25

20,800

$878.01

71.2

$647.20

9,724

$68.92

November

415

$81.25

15,280

$657.20

60.8

$552.67

7,480

$62.17

December

415

$81.25

25,280

$1,057.20

89.6

$814.46

31,416

$134.17

January 2014

415

$81.25

28,800

$1,198.00

100.8

$916.27

8,228

$64.42

February

415

$81.25

28,880

$1,201.21

99.2

$901.72

15,708

$86.92

March

415

$81.25

22,720

$954.81

95.2

$865.36

18,700

$95.92

April

415

$81.25

21,920

$922.81

70.4

$639.93

12,716

$77.92

May

415

$81.25

21,680

1,079.69

71.2

$899.96

12,716

$77.92

June

415

$81.25

26,320

$1,310.74

72.0

$910.08

15,708

$86.92

July

415

$81.25

26,000

$1,340.80

72.0

$910.08

22,440

$107.17

August

415

$81.25

28,240

$1,452.36

73.6

$930.30

26,928

$120.67

4,980

$975.00

295,120

$13,205.43

Avg./Mo
.79.6

$9,662.02

225,896

$1,143.15

Year Total Sum

Average Utility Costs
Outside Lights:

Electricity:

Demand Charges:

Water/Sewer:

$0.196/kWh

$0.045/kWh

$10.12/kW

$0.005/Gal.

Analysts calculate the Energy Usage Index* for the facility to be 193,455 Btuh/Ft2 which
indicates opportunities exist to improve energy efficiency. On the other hand, electric utility
rates are low and some mechanical systems are not capable of operating when they should be.
Both of these factors contribute to surprisingly low annual utility costs. Though the Municipal
Utility will continue to work hard to maintain competitive rates; a marked increase in energy
costs would occur if mechanical systems were working properly to meet intended loads. New
mechanical systems are needed to meet modern indoor air quality and other code requirements.
Installing new energy efficient systems will provide a financial return on the investment, and
allow building occupants to immediately enjoy the benefits of the new systems in place of the
existing antiquated and maintenance prone equipment.
*The Energy Usage Index accounts for the total energy needed to produce electricity, not just site energy use. This is commonly
done to provide fair comparisons to other buildings using natural gas, or if fuel switching to natural gas for heating is pursued.
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City of Fremont Profile & Population Characteristics
As of the 2010 U.S. Census, the City of Fremont population was 26,397 inhabitants. Like other
Nebraska communities near metropolitan centers like Omaha, Fremont has been shielded from
the population declines experienced by most rural communities in the state.
Since 1870, the overall growth trend for Fremont has been at a rate of 3.04% per year.
Following the “baby boom” years in the 1950’s and 1960’s, the population declined slightly
from 1970 through 1990, and has since fluctuated. The overall trend since the 1960’s, though,
has been positive. Since 2000, Fremont’s population has increased by 1,223 residents.
Fremont Population Growth Rate
(www.census.gov/)
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Source: www.census.gov/

The 2012 Fremont Comprehensive Plan documented population statistics and projections for
Fremont as well as Dodge County in great detail. Projections were based on four different
methodologies to arrive at a midpoint e
According to the Fremont Comprehensive Plan, the City is projected to grow at a 0.61%
compound annual growth rate between 2010 and 2030. By 2035, Fremont is projected to grow
to 30,731 inhabitants. The following tables illustrate these population projections for the City of
Fremont.
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Projected Fremont Population
(2012 Fremont Comprehensive Plan, 0.61% Growth Rate 2010-2030)
34,000

32,000
31,000
30,000

28,000

30 Year

29,000
20 Year

Population

(Note: Fremont City Group Size IV)

33,000

27,000
26,000
25,000
2010
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2035

2040

2045

Year

Source: www.census.gov/ & 212 Fremont Comprehensive Plan

Year

Fremont Population

2000
2005
2010
2015
2020
2025
2030
2035
2040
2045

25,174
25,786
26,397
27,212
28,052
28,918
29,811
30,731
31,680
32,658

The year 2035 is emphasized because it is twenty years out from 2015. Twenty years is often
used as a target date because it is typically the debt service period for construction bonds. Part 2
Preliminary Concept Planning will include project budgets for feasible options and the associated
bond rates and tax levies for these budgets over twenty years became very relevant to project
financing and feasibility.
Along with other data, these population projections are subsequently used in the Staffing
Projections section which follows later in this study.
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City of Fremont Crime Statistics

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

Murders
Rapes
Robberies
Assaults
Burglaries
Thefts
Auto thefts
Arson
TOTALS

2001

Crime

2000

The following table illustrates crime statistics for the City of Fremont for the years 2000 to 2012,
as compiled by USA.com from publicly available data.

0
2
3
17
75
752
36
3

0
1
2
9
79
739
39
1

0
5
9
8
170
859
32
5

0
3
7
22
136
782
50
3

0
8
8
26
151
704
44
4

0
12
2
20
122
676
34
9

2
14
1
20
91
592
31
3

0
14
2
22
94
619
35
5

0
20
5
28
228
717
35
3

0
11
4
18
117
685
31
0

0
13
5
31
113
662
26
6

0
13
4
26
138
560
23
5

0
10
1
18
104
555
34
6

888

870

1088

1003

945

875

754

791

1036

866

856

769

728

Source: www.usa.com/fremont-ne-crime-and-crime-rate.htm

This crime data is used by USA.com to calculate a “Crime Index Value” for comparison of cities
to national and state crime rates. A higher Crime Index Value indicates a higher rate of crimes.
Using the most recent data available (2012), relevant average Crime Index Values are as follows:
•
•
•

National Average Crime Rate
Nebraska Average Crime Rate
Fremont Average Crime Rate

1,723.80
1,418.48
1,307.13

Fremont’s 2012 Average Crime Rate is 24.2% lower than the National Average Crime Rate and
7.8% lower than the Nebraska Average Crime Rate. Out of 68 Nebraska cities with available
Crime Index data, Fremont ranked #57 in 2012, or in the bottom 20%. As noted earlier, while its
closer proximity to Omaha has shielded Fremont from the population declines faced by most
rural Nebraska communities, the downside is that this same proximity likely has resulted in a
higher crime rate.
Crime Table Observations
•
•
•
•
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Murder appears to be a rare occurrence in Fremont with only two (in 2006) being
reported in the twelve year period.
Rape occurrences, lower from 2000 through 2003, jumped to 8 in 2004, 12 in 2005
and continued in double digits to 2012, with a peak of 20 reported in 2008.
Arson and robberies averaged 3.6 to 4 per year respectively over the 13 year table
timeframe.
Assaults were consistently in double digits in 11 of the 13 years reported, averaging
22.5 assaults per year over 11 years, with the other two years of 2001 and 2002 at
uncharacteristic counts of 9 and 8.
Fremont Police Department
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•
•

•
•

Burglaries rank second in frequency for Fremont, ranging from a low 0f 75 in 2000 to
a peak of 228 in 2008. Average for the 13 reported years is 124.5 burglaries per year.
Thefts, by far the number one crime committed in Fremont, were at triple digits in all
13 years, ranging from a high of 859 in 2002 to a low of 555 in the most recent
reported year of 2012. Thefts averaged 707.9 per year between 2000 and 2009 before
dropping to an average of 557.5 for 2011 and 2012, a reduction of over 20%.
Aside from a spike of 50 thefts in 2003 and two low years of 26 and 23 thefts in 2010
and 2011 respectively, auto thefts averaged 35.1 per year over the other 10 years.
Peak year for crimes in Fremont was 2002, with 1,088 total crimes reported; the most
recent table year of 2012 had the lowest total crimes reported of 728, a reduction of
33% below the peak year.

The following chart illustrates the Total Crimes reported for Fremont from 2000 to 2012:
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Source: www.usa.com/fremont-ne-crime-and-crime-rate.htm

The years reported appear to reflect 6-year cycles, with a peak in the second year of each cycle
(2002 and 2008), then a downward trend following each peak until the cycle begins again.
While this apparent “cycle” may be entirely coincidental over the 12 years of reported data, it
appears to reflect an overall downward trend of reduced total crimes during the years illustrated.
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Staffing Projections
According to the 2013 Fremont Police Department Annual Report, the Fremont PD has an
authorized strength of 39 full time officers, although it was reported that the PD has been
currently unable to find suitable candidates to fill some vacated officer positions:
•
•
•
•
•

3 Administrative officers
6 Investigative officers
28 Uniformed Patrol officers
1 officer assigned to Fremont Public Schools
1 Evidence Technician officer (currently held by a civilian)

In addition to officers, the FPD currently has five administrative services office staff who
provide support to the Department. Finally, the Fremont/Dodge County Communications Center
(Dispatch) is staffed by 15 full and part time FPD and Dodge County Sheriff’s Department
dispatchers. As was previously noted, the Communications Center is poised to become a
regional center, pending decisions by surrounding counties to transfer their dispatch
responsibilities to the Fremont PD Center.
The continued growth of the City of Fremont will likewise impact the FPD and its services.
Staffing Projections have been developed to assist the FPD and City in planning for this growth.
The 2014 authorized officer count of 39 is used as a basis for these staffing projections.
Additional resources include the Fremont Population Projections previously discussed, along
with data compiled by the FBI (from the Uniform Crime Reporting Program (UCR)) for their
2010 Crime in the United States tabulation for “Full-time Law Enforcement Officers by Region
and Geographic Division by Population Group”. The following table and chart illustrate the
“Law Enforcement Officers per 1,000 Inhabitants” from the FBI’s database.
Law Enforcement Officers per 1,000 Inhabitants
per City Group Size
Region

City Size
Group 6:
(Under 10,000)

City Size
Group 5:
(10,000 - 24,999)

City Size
Group 4:
(25,000 - 49,999)

City Size
Group 3:
(50,000 - 99,999)

City Size
Group 2:
(100,000 - 249,999)

City Size
Group 1:
(250,000 & Over)

National Rate

3.5

1.9

1.8

1.7

1.8

2.7

MidWest Rate

2.8

1.8

1.6

1.6

1.8

2.2

FPD Ave. Rate

-

-

1.47

-

-

-

Source: www.fbi.gov/

Table Methodology:
•
•
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The information in this table is derived from law enforcement officer counts (as of October 31, 2010)
submitted by participating agencies.
The UCR Program defines law enforcement officers as individuals who ordinarily carry a firearm and
a badge, have full arrest powers, and are paid from governmental funds set aside specifically to pay
sworn law enforcement.
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FPD Average Ratio
MidWest Ratio

Officer Ratio per City Group Size

National Ratio

(www.fbi.gov/about-us/cjis/ucr/crime-in-the-u.s/2010/crime-in-the-u.s.-2010 , www.usa.com/fremont-ne-crime-and-crime-rate)

Officers per 1,000 Residents

4.00
3.50
3.00
2.50
2.00
1.50
1.00
0.50
0.00
City Size Group 6:
(Under 10,000)

City Size Group 5:
(10,000 - 24,999)

City Size Group 4:
(25,000 - 49,999)

City Size Group 3:
City Size Group 2:
Group 1- Cities:
(50,000 - 99,999) (100,000 - 249,999) (250,000 & Over)

City Group

Source: www.fbi.gov/

Table Comments:
•
•
•
•

This table provides the number and rate of sworn law enforcement officers broken down by region,
geographic division, and population group.
The totals for full-time law enforcement officers employed in metropolitan and nonmetropolitan county
agencies are combined in this table.
Suburban areas include law enforcement agencies in cities with less than 50,000 inhabitants and
county law enforcement agencies that are within a Metropolitan Statistical Area.
Suburban areas exclude all metropolitan agencies associated with a principal city. The agencies
associated with suburban areas also appear in other groups within this table.

Fremont’s 2010 population of 26,397 fits the FBI category of City Size Group IV (25,000 to
49,999 inhabitants). Dividing this population by 1,000 and then dividing Fremont’s authorized
39 officers by the result of 26.397 produces an average ratio of 1.47 officers per 1,000 Fremont
inhabitants. This current ration is lower than either of the FBI’s Midwest ratio of 1.6 and the
National ratio of 1.7 for Group IV cities. Using the Midwest ratio of 1.6 officers per 1,000,
Fremont’s officer strength would increase by 3 officers from 39 to 42 full time officers. The
National ratio of 1.7 would result in 45 officers. Again, these are average ratios for each of these
categories. Individual city demographics within each Group likely result in variations from this
average ratio.
It should be noted that the Midwest ratio of 1.6 for Fremont’s City Size Group IV remains
unchanged at 1.6 officers per 1,000 for Group III cities (50,000 to 99,999 inhabitants). In
summary, using this ratio to increase FPD staffing to 42 officers over time should accommodate
the City of Fremont well into the foreseeable future and beyond.
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The following table illustrates these Staffing Projections, using the previously described
Population Projections for Fremont, the FPD’s historical growth history along with Midwest,
National data from the FBI tabulation and the current 2014 authorized FPD officer strength of 39
officers as the baseline. The “Total Staff” column represents projected total staff (patrol officers
plus administrative services staff), using the National Rate of 1.8 officers per 1,000 inhabitants.
The National Rate provides an upper “bookend” projection.
Patrol Officers Staffing Projections
Year

Fremont
Population

Patrol
Officers
(Fremont Rate)

Patrol
Officers
(Midwest Rate)

Patrol
Officers
(National Rate)

Total
Staff
(National Rate)

2000

25,174

-

-

-

-

2005

25,786

-

-

-

-

2010

26,397

-

-

-

-

2015

27,212

40

44

49

54

2020

28,052

41

45

50

55

2025

28,918

43

46

52

57

2030

29,811

44

48

54

59

2035

30,731

45

49

55

60

2040

31,680

47

51

57

62

2045

32,658

48

52

59

64

Source: www.fbi.gov/ & www.census.gov/ & 212 Fremont Comprehensive Plan

These Projections allow the City of Fremont to compare current staffing with other Midwest
cities falling within the City Group 4 category. It is understood that current and future staffing
for the FPD, as well as all City departments, is always subject to city budget constraints.
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Programming Summary
The following Program is a list of the space needs identified for the Fremont Police Department,
based on current usage, stakeholder interviews, desired new amenities and potential growth
needs.
The proposed net square footages (NSF) and overall facility size will vary from these target sizes
when preliminary floor plans are developed, and are heavily influenced by the constraints of the
existing facility or the shape and topography of alternative sites proposed for the facility.
Existing
Proposed
Space Description
Area (NSF) Area (NSF) Comments
Administrative Offices
Chief Office
300
300 should not be visible to public
Lieutenant Office
212
180
Lieutenant Office
203
180
Lieutenant Office
177
180
Sergeants’ Office
163
160 2 staff to share office (3 in existing)
Sergeants’ Office
146
160 2 staff to share office (3 in existing)
Addt’l Sergeants’ Office
0
160 2 staff to share office
Investigation
Waiting Area
0
50 Serves investigation area
Detective Bureau
585
585 4 stations existing; may expand by 1; prefer cubicles
Lieutenant Detective
142
180 adjacent to Detective Bureau
Drug Task Force
345
400 4 stations existing; may expand by 1; prefer cubicles
Eye Wash Station
0
5
Interview Rm. 1
67
80
Interview Rm. 2
89
80
Hold/Forensic Intrvw 3
0
160 also use for holding detainees
Suspect Toilet
0
60
Copier/File Area
77
100 2 years of files in dept.
Archived File Storage
basement
100 7-10 years of files; may be remote from dept.
Equipment Storage
0
50 GPS units, cameras, etc.
close to garage; consider 2nd floor
Patrol
Officer Report Area
763
1,000 7 officers/shift + 1 growth; 6’x8’ cubicles
Storage
0
50 files, evidence bags, mail
Dispatch
843
843 includes files
Communications Dir.
137
140 needs public access
Expansion
0
420 4 future stations + misc
Toilet
0
60
PSAP Equipment
117
150 Public Service Answering Point
Evidence
Technician Office
155
150 2 files (1 file in existing)
2nd floor location acceptable
Evidence Storage:
Prochaska & Associates
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General
605+1,103
Evidence Vehicle
in garage
Large Evidence Stor. in garage
Specialty Areas
Intake
134
Interview
0
State Patrol Traffic/Drug
315
Armory
117
Antenna Control Room
0
in supply rm
IT/Server Room
Garage/Vehicle Storage
6,607
General Offices
Payroll Office
107
Office workstations
524
Common Spaces
Entrance Vestibule
222
Lobby
210
Public Toilets – 1st Flr
0
nd
Public Toilets – 2 Flr
0
Staff Toilets – 1st Flr
230
Staff Toilets – 2nd Flr
330
Waiting – 1st Flr
187
nd
Waiting – 2 Flr
134
Reception/Office
370
Payroll Office
107
Break Room #1
136
in supply rm
Break Room #2
Mail/Copy/Work Area
0
Shredding Storage
0
413 + garage
Case File Storage
Bulk Supply Storage
405
Janitor’s Closet – 1st Fl
118
nd
Janitor’s Closet – 2 Fl
47
Electrical Closet – 1st Fl
0
nd
Electrical Closet – 2 Fl
0
Fitness Room
1,148
Locker Room - Men
0
Locker Room - Women
0
Special Storage
0
Conference Rooms
Large Conf. Rm
213
Small Conf. Rm
0
Training/Meeting Room
621
General Storage
255
2.52

3,300
375
225

refr., freezr; climate controlled; pass-thru lckrs, desk

150
80
315
140
100
100
8,465

breathalyzer, fingerprinting

110
500
120
210
120
120
330
330
180
120
370
180
180
200
50
500
200
20
20
30
30
800
500
350
100
250
150
1,200
750

vehicle cage in garage
storage cage in garage

also use for intoxicated detainees
4 workstations
currently remote location: First Wireless
existing IT equipment in bulk supply/break room
maximize parking spaces; SWAT vehicle

plan for 4 cubicles in open area

display for historical items, photos
private male & female; HC accessible
private male & female; HC accessible
HC accessible
HC accessible

move to 1st floor for public access; 2 stations
w/ vending; consider combining both break rooms
existing room combined w/ bulk supply/IT room
store for 90 days
use high density files; verify load; locate next to
admin.; some files also currently in garage space
currently combined w/ break room
currently combined w/ electrical
currently combined w/ electrical

50 full height lockers; single shower, toilet
20 full height lockers; single shower, toilet
for contaminated clothing
verify desired occupancy; provide kitchenette
verify desired occupancy
50 max. divide into 25/25; locate for public use
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Miscellaneous
Circulation, 1st Floor
633 + 869
nd
73+341+120
Circulation, 2 Floor
Vertical Circulation:
Stair S-1
194 + 305
186 + 244+244
Stair S-2
New Stair S-3
0
Elevator
48 + 48
Elevator Equipment
basement
Mechanical Chases, 1st
11+41
Mechanical Chases, 2nd
13+41
Mechanical Equipment
1,748
Electrical Equipment
included
457+173+108
Former Dispatch Area
Unused break room
204
Wall thickness, all floors
TOTAL AREA

2,000
750
560
732
200 + 200
96
70
100
100
1,748
50
0
0

extend for direct exit to exterior

1,250

1,700

includes exterior wall thickness

26,530

35,559

extend for direct exit to exterior
consider new stair for proposed space
existing shaft has two stops
verify elevator type, shaft size & location

currently in basement; consider rooftop equipment
currently in basement & janitor closets
former workspace, old equipment room, vault storage
unused 2nd floor break room

includes all floors + basement

Program Notes:
1. The public should not access the 2nd floor unless a stair is moved or added next to the lobby,
to prevent the public from having to pass through the first floor to access a stair. Emergency
exiting from the second floor also requires access to a minimum of two compliant, egress stairs.
2. Existing elevator with center opening door is not compliant with ADA requirements for clear
cab width and length. Column in corner of shaft reduces dimensions for replacement cab, but it
may be possible to install a new handicapped accessible cab in the existing shaft. This must be
verified with an elevator company. The door openings would likely need to be re-positioned for
an off-center elevator door.
3. Existing stairs may be partially grandfathered due to the occupancy type remaining
unchanged for the renovation. However, the existing stairs do not have direct exits to the
exterior and will need to be extended somehow to provide new exit doors.
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Conclusion & Recommendation
The building currently occupied by the Fremont Police Department has served the City of
Fremont well for nearly five decades. It has been home to three City tenants since its
construction in 1966. In comparison to many modern office buildings, which are often built with
an eye more towards cost than towards quality, the current FPD facility was well designed and
constructed with a life expectancy befitting a governmental building.
But over time, every structure, even high-quality buildings, must overcome a dated appearance
and keep pace with changing building codes and ever-improving technology. The “bones” of the
FPD facility are in excellent shape. The rest of the facility’s building systems, though, are in
need of the familiar “extreme makeover”.
In addition to outdated physical components, a dysfunctional building becomes an insidious
waste of staff time and efficiency, with an often invisible but very real cost. While the current
facility has served the FPD well since 1997, with each succeeding year the use of the facility “as
is”, without the benefit of renovation, reconfiguring space, or expansion has resulted in
overcrowding in certain areas and inefficiencies in work flow.
Another critical issue that must be addressed during the conceptual planning phase is parking for
staff, PD vehicles and the public. The current north staff parking area, the public parking lot
across the street to the east and the current west garage area are all candidates for resolving these
parking needs.
This Needs Assessment has documented in detail these facility issues, both physical and
functional. The replacement and updating of dated or failing building finishes and systems is
routine for renovation projects, even those that are a century old. Determining if the FPD
building can accommodate the current and forecasted space needs and functionality of the
Department is the goal of Part 2 of this Analysis.
The estimated square footage requirements listed in the Programming Summary (previous pages)
total 35,559 gross square feet (GSF). The available square footage of the current FPD building,
including the potential Third Floor, and garage footprint is 33,958 GSF, a deficit of only 1,601
GSF. This is within 5% of the target Program GSF. The current building areas appear able to
accommodate the Program requirements and it is recommended that conceptual planning of this
option proceed to confirm this.
Part 2 Planning will compare the feasibility and cost of renovating and expanding the current
facility with the cost of an entirely new replacement FPD building on a new site elsewhere in
Fremont. Regardless of the outcome, the current building has the potential to have the
“odometer rolled back” and be given a “new lease on life” for either the City or another future
Owner.
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